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\About\
(Begin explanation):

\A piece designed around the features of the mechanical organ.

\Yes, the organ needs mechanical stop action (so one can partially pull out stops).

\Timbral variance, glissing, and beating happen.
\Extremes in register happen.
\Long sustained segments happen.
\Short bursts happen.

\A nihilistic confrontation of sound.
\Nevertheless structured and directed.
\Goals are faint and, at most, existential (why am I here?).
\Direction has no extramusical meaning.

\Now we confront the screaming primitive brain structures that hate the noise.
\May all our beliefs writhe.
\And our comforts dissolve.\

(End explanation).

apprehension of experience itself surely you ask [avoid informal fourth wall break] i have some connection
to a reality beyond my own flawed imagination yes but perpetually interpreted this reality is and you amigo
[ditto] are not a choosy consumer but the inevitable and only recipient of your experiences as received at

the proctal conclusion of filters whose contents you [ditto] cannot even access the goals the push and pull
none of it is real the good the bad all the careful evaluations a fabricated realm in which we believe sound

lives [argument can be clarified dont we hear sound] they are truthfully nothing they dont exist there is no
motion no push and pull just a mind isolated from the creation of its own contents [overall not bad could

use some improvement to the arguments and adjustments to the grammar for clarity B+]

in our many explanations of music one often cited [weasel words] is direction

or goal-orientation or

movement from point A to point B [needs
source] of course the motion really isnt there perhaps the 

disturbance of air particles by longitudinal waves justifies
 the association but realistically one knows to differentiate the aesthetic

assessment from its unrelated scientific counterpart
[problematic statement of who knows] this [vague]

 leads  to the unnerving 
 conclusion that the perceived presence of an

apparently extant characteristic does not persist beyond the enigmatic
 and still not well understood imposition of the material brain upon

 seemingly intangible conscious thought or even the conscious meta-



\Reading This Score\
(Begin explanation):

5 10

œœ#

P: 2’ Fl. Pure tone emerges from nothing.

The great and swell should be coupled the entire piece. Only play on the former.
Stop pulling is shown along a gradient between completely shut and fully out. These lines are approximations that show the general movement of the stops,
which will not only need to vary between organs, but are also dependent upon which pitches are pressed. Aim for the timbral descriptions in the score and
compensate as necessary. Oftentimes gestures require subtle motions to realize, such as glissandos. .

Stop choices are marked initially with the associated manual--“P” for pedal, “G” for great, and “S” for swell--then by generic type--”Fl.” for flute, “Mix.” for
 

The tick marks on top show approximate one-second intervals, including a gray line every five seconds for clarity. A stopwatch is not recommended.

Duration bars extend outward from pitches to show how long a given key should be pressed. If not present, assume as short as possible (staccatissimo).
Dynamics are an inevitable result of which stops are pulled. Sometimes they can be controlled, such as with the 16’ principle on the pedals.

This piece was composed using the Fritts Organ at Arizona State University. If performing on that instrument, use the following stop choices in place of their
generic references: 2’ nachthorn for 2’ flute on pedals, 2’ gemshorn for 2’ flute on swell, 16’ posaune for 16’ reed. If your organ has the same or similar stops,

(End explanation).

Pitches played on mixture stops are written as diamond note heads (   ) like harmonics.O

Pedals

Great manual

Stops

Fully out

Fully in

Time

About 1 second per tick (avoid stopwatches...FEEL the duration)

mixture (preferably harmonics IV+VI), “Pr.” for principle, “O.” for octave, “R.” for reeds, and “Tr.” for tremolo. Assume a stop remains unchanged if not
marked.

Stop

Duration bar

o Crescendo from nothing or diminuendo to nothing.o66666 Cluster chord in approximate given register.

Timbral goal

œ Repeat given pitch(es) as fast as possible.

?

utilize them. The compass of this instrument is C2-A5. If unable to reach the highest register, maintain intervals as shown in the score and  perform at the top
of the available range.



Duration: approx. 8:30-11:00

www.jplempke.com
www.soundcloud.com/lempkejp

lempkejp@gmail.com
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Death \Rot\ (Bach Está Muerto)
\Solo\ (Organ)

œœ#

œœ#

P: 2’ Fl. Pure tone emerges from nothing. Pure tone emerges again. Subtle glissing gestures. ...And again.

(Continue holding.)

Shift from pure to pan whistle and back. ...And again. Variable glissing on pure tone.
Pan whistle emerges with sudden harmonic.

po o p o p

Pedals

Great

Stops

Time

?

?
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G: Mix.
S: Mix.

...And again. Cut and restore harmonic.
Interaction creates gradient of different beating patterns. 

Most intense beating.
P: 2’ Fl.

G: Mix.
S: Mix.

Pure tone emerges. Variable glisses.

# œœ

Single pan whistle.

Harmonic pops out.
Pure tone to full flute. Beating gradient again.

mf

o p

o p

mp

mf

Set at same level as before.

?

?

? ?
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Most intense beating. ...And again.

...And again.
P: 2’ Fl.

G: Mix.

S: Mix.

Airy pure tone emerges. Shift to airy whistle. Variable glisses. Airy whistle again. Glisses start fast...

...Then slow down.
Airy flute (with a few glisses).

...To airy whistle.
...To airy flute.

...To airy whistle....To airy pure tone.

Most intense beating.

o p

mf

Set at same level as before.

o

mf

?

?
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O

P: 16’ Pr. Swell into soft-edged timbre.
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P: 16’ Pr. Fuller tone than before.
P: 16’ Pr. 

S: 2’ Fl. 
Tr.

G: Mix. 
S: Mix. 

Powerful and round.

As before.

P: 16’ Pr. 

mf

?

O
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S: 2’ Fl. 
G: 2’ O. 

P: 16’ Pr. 

S: 2’ Fl. 

G: 2’ O. 
P: 16’ Pr. 

S: 2’ Fl. 

G: 2’ O. 

Fluctuating beating patterns, like with the mixture stops.

Most intense beating.

Repeat as fast
as possible.

As before.

As before.
All three set as before.
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P: 16’ Pr. 

Pull until a deep, brassy sound opens up at the peak of each curve (no gradient).

P: 16’ R. 

Choke sound before it cuts out.

Let go of top pitch immediately every time reed stop sounds (peaks of stop pulls). Replay when it finishes (some point on the downhill slop). 

Choke again.

S: 2’ Fl. 

G: 2’ O.
Most intense beating (still).

Cluster chord!
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P: 16’ R.

Test your patience.

Test it again.

Fat blasts of noise.

Air sound. Opens up at peak.

Keep holding top pitch.

S: 2’ Fl. G: 2’ O.[ [ [ [
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P: 2’ Fl.

Air. Air. Air.

Choke sound again.

po o

Mostly air with little tone. Variable glisses.

?




